
Notice of Privacy Practices for Protected Health Information 

This notice describes how medical information about you may be used and disclosed, and 
how you can get access to this information. Please read it carefully. 

Dr. Greenidge and associates and her staff are dedicated to protecting your medical 
information. We are required by law to maintain the privacy of protected health 
information.  This notice applies to all of the records of your care generated by the 
Practice. 

How your medical information will be used and disclosed: 

The practice will use your medical information as part of rendering patient care. Your 
medical information may be used for treatment, payment, or health care operations. As to 
treatment, we may use medical information about your to provide you with medical 
treatment of services. We may disclose medical information about you to doctors, nurses, 
technicians, and other personnel of the practice involved in taking care of you. We may 
also disclose medical information about you to people outside the practice who may be 
involved in your medical care. As to payment, we may use and disclose medical 
information about you so that the treatment and services you received at the 
practice,(whether here or at another of our facilities)  may be billed to and payment may 
be collected from you, an insurance company, or a third party. For example, we may need 
to give your health plan information about a procedure you underwent here so that your 
health plan will pay us or reimburse you for the procedure. 

As to health care operations, we may use and disclose medical information about you for 
operations at the practice. These uses and disclosures are necessary to run the facilities of 
the practice, and to make sure that all our patients receive quality care. 

The practice may also use and/or disclose your medical information in accordance with 
federal and state laws for the following purposes: 

• To contact you to provide appointment reminders or information about treatment 
alternatives or other health-related benefits and services that maybe of interest to 
you.  

• When required by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services as part of 
an investigation or determination of compliance by the practice with relevant 
laws.  

• Unless you object, the practice may disclose to family members, other relatives, 
or close personal friends the medical information directly relevant to such 
person’s involvement with your care. The practice may also give relevant 
information to an individual who helps pay for your care.  

• To a public or private entity for the purpose of coordinating with that entity to 
assist in disaster relief efforts.  

• For public health activities, including the reporting of disease, injury, vital events, 
and the conduct of public health surveillance, investigation and/or intervention, or 



to a health oversight agency for oversight activities authorized by law, including, 
licensure or disciplinary action, and administrative and/or legal proceedings.  

• If you are involved in a lawsuit, claim, potential claim, or dispute, we may 
disclose medical information about you to attorneys, investigators, insurance 
companies, and related entities representing the interests of or insuring the doctors 
and/or other personnel affiliated with the practice. We may also disclose medical 
information about you in response to a court or administrative order. We may also 
disclose medical information about you in response to a subpoena, discovery 
request, or other lawful process by someone else involved in the dispute, but only 
if efforts have been made to tell you about the request or to obtain an order 
protecting the information requested.  

• For federal, state, or local law enforcement purposes, or other specialized 
governmental functions, as follows: 1)in response to a court order, subpoena, 
warrant, summons, or similar process.2) to identify or locate a suspect, fugitive, 
material witness, or missing person;3)about the victim of a crime if, under certain 
limited circumstances, we are unable to obtain agreement;4)about a death we 
believe may be the result of criminal conduct;5)about criminal conduct at this (or 
another of our facilities);and 6)in emergency circumstances, to report a crime, the 
location of the crime or victims, or the identity, description, or location of the 
person who committed the crime.  

• To a coroner, medical examiner or a funeral director  
• To an organ donation and procurement organization, if you are an organ donor  
• For certain research purposes, if the project has been reviewed and approved 

through a process which balances the research needs with patient privacy 
interests. We will ask for your consent to participate in any research study, when 
applicable.  

• To prevent or lessen a serious threat to the health or safety of another person or 
the public. Any disclosure, however, would only be to someone able to prevent 
the threat.  

• As authorized by laws relating to workers’ compensation or similar programs  
• As required by domestic or foreign military command authorities, if you are a 

member of the armed forces of The United States of a foreign country.  
• As authorized by laws relating to intelligence, counterintelligence, and other 

national activities  
• To authorized federal officials for the protection of the president, other authorized 

persons, or foreign heads of state, or to conduct special investigations  
• To obtain payment for health care services that we provide to you. This may 

include disclosures to your health insurance plan, and disclosures to third parties 
with respect to payment to such party.  

The practice will not use or disclose your medical information for any other purpose 
without your written authorization. Once given, you may revoke your authorization in 
writing at any time. However, we are unable to take back any disclosures we have 
already made with your permission. We are required to retain our records of our services 
we provide to you. 



Right to inspect and copy.  

You have the right to inspect and copy medical information that may be used to make 
decisions about your care. Such information is contained in a designated record set for as 
long as we maintain the medical information A “designated record set” contains medical 
and billing records and any other records used to make decisions about your treatment. 
Usually, this does not include psychotherapy notes. To inspect and copy medical 
information that may be used to make decisions about you, you must submit your request 
in writing to this office. If you request a copy of the information, we may charge a fee for 
the costs of copying, mailing, or supplies associated with your request.  We may deny 
your request to inspect and copy in certain very limited circumstances.  If you are denied 
access to medical information, you may request that the denial be reviewed. Another 
licensed health care professional chosen by the practice will review your request and the 
denial. The person conducting the review will not be the person who denied your request. 
We will comply with the outcome of the review.  

Right to Amend.  

If you feel that medical information we have about you is incorrect or incomplete, you 
may ask us to amend the information. You have the right to request an amendment for as 
long as the information is kept by or for the practice. To request an amendment, your 
request must be made in writing and submitted to this office. In addition, you must 
provide a reason that supports your requests. 

We may deny your request for an amendment if it is not in writing or does not include a 
reason to support the request. In addition, we may deny your request if you ask us to 
amend information that. 

• Was not created by us, unless the person or entity that created the information is 
no longer available to make the amendment.  

• Is not part of the medical information kept by or for the practice; or  
• Is not part of the information which you would be permitted to inspect and copy.  

Right to an accounting of Disclosures.  

You have the right to request an “accounting of disclosures.” This is a list of the 
disclosures we have made of medical information about you. However, you are not 
entitled to any disclosures made: 1)related to treatment, payment, or heath care operations 
of the practice, 2) to you,; 3) to persons involved in your care or as otherwise permitted 
above;4)pursuant to an authorization, 5) for national security or intelligence purposes, 
6)to correctional institutions or law enforcement officials, 7)as part of a limited data set, 
or 8)prior to April 14, 2003 

To request this list or accounting of disclosures, you must submit your request in writing 
to this office. Your request must state a time period which may not be longer then six 
years and may not include dates before April 14, 2003. Your request should indicate in 



what form you want the list (for example on paper or electronically). The first list you 
request within a 12-month period will be free. For additional lists, we may charge you a 
fee for the costs of providing the lists. We will notify you of the cost involved and you 
may choose to withdraw or modify you request at that time before any costs are incurred. 

Right to request restrictions.  

You have the right to request a restriction or limitation on the medical information we use 
or disclose about you for treatment, payment, or health care operations. You also have the 
right to request a limit on the medical information we disclose about you to someone who 
is involved in your care or the payment for your care, like a family member or friend. For 
example, you could ask that we not use or disclose information about a surgery you had. 

We are not required to agree to your request. If we do agree, we will comply with your 
request unless the information is needed to provide you emergency treatment, or as 
otherwise permitted by law. 

To request restrictions, you must make your request in writing to this office. In your 
request, you must tell us 1)what information you want to limit; 2)whether you want to 
limit our use, disclosure, or both; and 3) to whom you want the limits to apply-for 
example, disclosure to your spouse.  

Right to request alternative communications.  

You have the right to request that we communicate with you about medical matters in a 
certain way or at a certain location. For example, you can ask that we only contact you at 
work or by mail.  

To request Alternative communications, you may obtain a form for that purpose, upon 
presentation of valid identification, at the practice. We will accommodate all reasonable 
requests. Your request must specify how or where you wish to be contacted. 

Right to a Paper Copy of This Notice. You have the right to a paper copy of this notice. 
You may ask us to give you a copy of this notice at any time. (Even if you have received 
this notice from our website, westchesterobgyn.com. 

You will not be penalized for filing a complaint. 

Other Uses of Medical Information: 

Other uses and disclosures of medical information not covered by this notice or the laws 
that apply to us will be made only with your written permission. If you provide us 
permission to use or disclose medical information about you, you may revoke that 
permission, in writing, at any time. If you revoke your permission, we will no longer use 
or disclose medical information about you for the reasons covered by your written 
authorization. 



You understand that we are unable to take back any disclosures we have already made 
with your permission, and that we are required to retain our records of the care that we 
provided to you.   

THIS NOTICE IS EFFECTIVE AS OF APRIL 14, 2003.  

 


